HOME FEATURE

ROOM
to Grow
A glimpse of adorable
and creative rooms
for Katy families
Written by Kirsten Cornell

Butterfly Garden

Infuse your child’s space with springtime colors, floral
accents, and whimsical accessories. The mirrored butterflies
combined with appliqués give an illusion of flight and
actually make the room look bigger. Don’t forget a great
reading space created by the papasan chair filled with
brightly-colored pillows.
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Hobby Haven

Photo courtesy of Bassett Home Furnishings

Celebrate your kid’s interests
and hobbies without a lot of
clutter. Using a shelf above the
bed, arrange various sports
balls, records, a skateboard, or
even books on related topics.
This parent also framed
ribbons, medals, and photos
together in a large frame
reminiscent of a shadow box.
Utilizing drawers under the
bed will also help keep loose
items out of the way and
maximize storage.

Beach Retreat
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A nod to the rustic look,
this driftwood-inspired
room makes for a teen
haven. Use neutral
bedding with pops of
sky blue or light pink to
embrace oceanic tones.
Liven it up with a fun
pillow featuring a catchy
saying. The plank board
ceiling with a distressed
finish helps invite the
outdoors in. Choose
a favorite friend or
vacation photo to put on
a canvas, creating your
own personalized art.
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Perfectly Posh

Celebrate your daughter like the princess that she
is with this delightfully royal décor. Striped walls in
varying shades of pink provide the backdrop for the
grand light fixtures. Mount a crown on the wall and
attach sheer fabric to create drapery and a pseudo
headboard for your crib. Complete the look with offwhite furniture and delicate accessories.
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Raceway
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This upgraded version of
a race car bed is ideal for
tweens and teens. The builtin shelving surrounding the
Lambo look-alike is great
for displaying trophies,
books, or additional model
cars. Choose a modern
wallpaper or paint job with
wide streaks to give the
illusion of speeding by. Just
don’t be surprised if you
hear “vroom” noises coming
from the other side of the
bedroom door.

Cheery Chic

Bold colors take center
stage in this converted
loft room. Utilize the
eaves of the house to
help shape built-in
cubby holes and a bed.
Cover the floor with
psychedelic rugs, then
add trendy lamps and a
cozy chair for reading or
studying. You can even
mount a piece of funky
wall art to the slanted
ceiling for an ultra-hip
look. KM
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